Approved List of International Programs

We invite you to explore the world through international study. The Center for Global Education offers an array of programs based on the academic needs and interests of Drew students who want to study abroad for a semester (F/Sp) or a full year (Y).

For complete details concerning the policies and procedures for studying abroad, please visit www.drew/globaled and schedule an advising appointment.

AFRICA:


ASIA:

India: CIEE (F/Sp/Y). Hyderabad at Hyderabad University. Arts & Sciences program. Full Curriculum.

South Korea: CIEE (F/Sp/Y). Seoul at Yonsei University. Full Curriculum.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND:

  • Griffith University in Brisbane and Gold Coast
  • James Cook University in Townsville and Cairns
  • Murdoch University in Perth
  • University of Queensland in Brisbane
  • University of Tasmania

  • University of Otago in Dunedin
  • University of Waikato in Hamilton
**EUROPE:**

**Austria:** SUNY University at Binghamton (F/Y). In Graz. Full curriculum, German language. Taught in German. Direct enrollment at Karl-Franzens-University available. Requires 2 years college German.

**England:** University of Manchester (F/Sp/Y). In Manchester. Full curriculum.

**France:** IES Abroad (F/Sp/Y). In Nantes Taught in French. Direct enrollment. Art History, History, French language and literature, International Business, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Theater. Requires 2 years French.


University of Minnesota (F/Sp/Y). In Montpellier. Direct enrollment at Paul Valery University. French language, culture, history, literature, humanities, social sciences, sciences and business.

**Germany:** Ripon College (F/Sp/Y). In Bonn. Full curriculum. Taught in German and English. Direct enrollment at the University of Bonn. Four semesters of college German recommended.

University of Wisconsin-Madison (F/Sp/Y). In Freiburg. Full curriculum. Taught in German. Direct enrollment at Albert Ludwig University available. Requires 4 semesters German.

**Greece:** Arcadia University (F/Sp/Y). In Athens. Archaeology, Art, History, Business, Classics Greek Language and Literature, History, International Relations, Philosophy, Political Science, Religion and Sustainable Development. Taught in English but must take Modern Greek.

College Year in Athens (F/Sp/Y). In Athens. Archaeology, Art History, Classics, Ethnography, Greek language and literature, History, International Relations, Philosophy, Political Science, Religion. Taught in English.

**Italy:** Studio Art Centers International (F/Sp/Y). In Florence. Art conservation, Art history, Ceramics, Drawing, Batik, Graphics Design, Italian language, Jewelry, Digital Multimedia, Museology, Photography, Sculpture, Animation. Taught in English. Internships.

Temple University (F/Sp). In Rome. Liberal Arts Program Only. Art History, Italian language, Social Sciences and Humanities. Taught in English.

**Russia:** AIFS (F/Sp/Y). In St. Petersburg. Direct Enrollment at St. Petersburg State Polytechnic University. Art History, History, Literature, Political Science, Religion, Sociology, Russian language. Taught in English and Russian. No Russian language requirements.

**Scotland:** University of Edinburgh (F/Sp/Y). In Edinburgh. Direct enrollment. Full Curriculum. Humanities/Social Sciences full year only. Science/Engineering full year or semester.

**Spain:** Spanish Studies Abroad (F/Sp/Y). In Seville. Spanish language and literature, Business, Culture, History and Civilization. Taught in Spanish. Requires one semester of advanced Spanish.
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN:


MIDDLE EAST:

Egypt: Due to Egypt’s placement on the State Department Travel Warning List, students must petition.

American University in Cairo (F/Sp/Y). In Cairo. Full Curriculum, Middle East Studies.

Israel: Due to Israel’s placement on the State Department Travel Warning List, students must petition.

Hebrew University (F/Sp/Y). In Jerusalem. Full curriculum, languages, Middle East Studies. Taught in English. Direct enrollment.

University of Haifa Full curriculum, Hebrew language, Middle East Studies. Taught in English.

Tel Aviv University (F/Sp/Y). In Tel Aviv. Full curriculum, Hebrew language, Middle East Studies. Taught in English. Direct enrollment.
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